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Between Social Distinction, Amatory 
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One of the most fascinating aspects of inscribed jewellery is how far it can cross time 
and space, and how it can connect different cultural practices and fields of knowledge. 
It is often durable, and attractive or valuable enough to be transported and preserved. 
For example, a ring with a Kufic inscription interpreted as il-la-lah (“For/to Allah”) 
found its way to ninth-century Sweden, and survived into the twenty-first century.1 
The ring began as a religious ornament, was traded, maybe given as a gift, worn as an 
amulet, buried with a woman, unearthed and misinterpreted by nineteenth-century 
archaeologists, and finally analysed with an electron microscope and turned from Ara-
bic silver into a virtual 3D model. The ring has thus been part of religious devotional 
customs, trade, personal ornamentation, burial cult, and archaeological practices.

Medieval literature expresses great interest in setting up such constellations 
around inscribed jewellery, which often refuse strong categorisation and instead en-
twine different phenomena, practices and fields.2 This article interprets such exam-
ples, mostly from Middle High German, Old and Middle English texts. As I will show, 
jewellery functions primarily to create relationships between people—it can symbol-
ize, initiate, affect, and bear witness to them. Inscriptions can increase such constel-
lations’ complexity: they can intensify or personalise gifts, add layers of ambiguity, 
and even stress the way objects interact with people as nonhuman actors.

Two Observations on Methodology
Jewellery has existed from prehistoric to postmodern times. The similarities between 
archaeological finds and modern objects and practices raise two methodological 
questions.3

First, jewellery challenges us to think about phenomena from other cultures 
and times, whose deceptive familiarity may obscure their meaning. We relate to 
an Anglo-Saxon ring engraved ðancas (“thank you”) or a seventeenth-century ring 

1 See Wärmländer et al. 2015; on rings in general, see Robinson 2008; Scarisbrick 1993; Ward 1981; 
Evans 1931.
2 On luxury as a complex category connecting different discourses and allowing medieval literature 
to mark difference, see Eming et al. 2015.
3 See Smith 1908, xxxvii–xlvii; Rieger 2016.
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inscribed “Y.AM.YOVRS.FOR.EVER”.4 But what about the Wheatley Hill Ring’s enig-
matic declaration “I am called a ring”?5 Archaeological approaches therefore work to 
understand objects within their cultural context, especially when analysing inscribed 
items. But if we are to always historicise, then on which context do we focus? Do we 
focus on an object’s creation, or on the many other moments when it might have been 
utilised?6 Time can change even what items are considered jewellery at all. This arti-
cle therefore requires some definition of “jewellery”, and attends both to an object’s 
original meaning and function and to its shifting contexts.

Secondly, an analysis of inscriptions in medieval literature must consider what 
historical reality actually can tell us about literary texts. Because literature is rooted in 
a specific material culture, the more recent research in Material Studies has increased 
interest in interdisciplinary work. It has reinvigorated debates about how to best draw 
on historical contexts without either treating literary descriptions of fictional objects 
like imprecise archaeological reports (whose ambiguities or blank spaces need posi-
tivistic amendments), or turning historical context into the last court of appeal about 
what literature can mean, since literature is perfectly capable of fictionalising histor-
ical reality for its own means.7

1 A Definition of Jewellery
Especially courtly literature revels in describing lavishly adorned objects—arms, gob-
lets, bridles, even perfume dispensers.8 Clearly, not all that glitters is jewellery. But 
what about jewels sewn on garments?9 What do we make of ornaments that resemble 
other things, such as bracteat medals imitating Roman coins,10 or objects that resem-
ble ornaments, such as pilgrims’ medals?11 Objects might have several functions or 
change purpose over time.

This article shall use “jewellery” to denote beautiful artefacts designed to be dis-
played visibly on the body. Part of the value of jewellery derives from craftsmanship, 
part from its precious substance. A piece of jewellery can consist of several materials, 

4 See Okasha 1971, 137; British Museum, AF.1404.
5 ring ic hatt, see Finger-ring (British Museum 1995,0902.1); see Page 1999, 169.
6 See Hilgert 2010, 97 f., 108–114; compare to Harris/Overbey 2014, 134 f., 137–143.
7 See Ott/Focken 2016; Bintley 2012; Johnston 2017, 225–234; Johnston 2008, 177–180; Felski 2011, 
578–588.
8 For example, see Wigalois (thirteenth century), 8888–8890; 10359–1079. All references to Wigalois 
are to Wirnt von Grafenberg (2014).
9 See, for example, Wigalois, 8906 f. and Diu Crône (c. 1230), 7704–7737. All references to Diu Crône are 
to Heinrich von dem Türlin (2012).
10 See Page 1999, 183–185, McKinnell/Simek/Düwel 2004, 69–84; MacLeod/Mees 2006, 85–87.
11 See Smith 1908, 108 f.
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such as gemstones and metal, allowing for complex symbolism. For example, gold 
often symbolises excellence and inner values, while gems point to wisdom or magic, 
and are often understood allegorically.12 This composite character allows jewellery to 
appear in diverse contexts in literature. Finally, this article assumes that jewellery has 
an aesthetic purpose extending beyond any functional demands it might serve—a pin 
does not have to be set with diamonds to perform its task, for instance.13

2 Medieval Functions of Inscribed Jewellery Beyond 
the Aesthetical

The definition of jewellery as a personal, precious ornament worn primarily for its 
beauty does not mean jewellery was only displayed for its aesthetic appeal. An im-
portant source on medieval jewellery, Theophilus Presbyter’s Schedula Diversarum 
Artiiim (twelfth century) was transmitted together with treatises on the meaning of 
colours, medicine, alchemy and astronomy.14 This range reminds us that medieval 
jewellery does not have to follow modern categories: surviving amulets, rings, and 
pendants inscribed with prayers, charms, the names of the Three Kings or the Ara-
maic magic formula THEBAL, entangle what modernity would divide into magic, re-
ligion, astrology and medicine.15 Even medieval attempts to separate magic and reli-
gion betray the phenomena’s proximity; prohibitions such as Thomas Aquinas’ rules 
(Summa Theologiae, ii. 2b, questio 96) against inscribing incomprehensible words or 
invocations of powers other than God’s do not seem to have governed most surviving 
pieces.16 From a synchronic point of view, an artefact could signify differently to dif-
ferent people, or simultaneously serve several purposes.17

A diachronic perspective on inscribed jewellery shows that it could also defy 
religious, cultural, regional, or temporal divisions. Byzantine influence on medi-
eval ornaments challenges the binary of East and West.18 Anglo-Saxon metalwork 
used traditional engravings of animals and zoomorphs to invite multivalence within 

12 See Horn 1987, 1357 f.; Engle 1981, 1003–1007.
13 See also the similar definitions in Smith 1908, xxxiii; Evans 1976, 13.
14 See Brepohl 1999; Speer 2014, xi–xiv, xxii–xxv.
15 On gems and inscribed jewellery entangling magic, religion and medicine, see Evans 1976, 9–24, 
29–32, 48–54, 95–114; MacLead/Mees 2006, 188, 190. On religious and magical inscriptions, see Smith 
1908, 132, 150–152; Krabath 2016, 254 f.; Evans 1976, 122–132. For an individual example, see Finger-ring 
(British Museum OA.10262).
16 See Evans 1976, 132.
17 For example, the approximately 20 inscribed rings surviving from Anglo-Saxon times seem to have 
served a variety of purposes. See Okasha 2003, 29–31, 38, 40 f.
18 See Smith 1908, 33–36.
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Christian Mediterranean contexts.19 Modern scholarship often associated runes with 
(especially pagan) magic, but few runic inscriptions seem to have served exclusively 
magical purposes, and many go beyond a simple dichotomy of pagan and Christian.20 
Incomprehensible inscriptions might not be occult but rather seeking to benefit from 
the prestige associated with literacy by using writing as a decorative element.21 Latin, 
Hebrew, or vernacular pagan and Christian charms and prayers, written in Roman 
or Runic script, or both, appeared on rings or amulets that sometimes even were re-
worked from ancient gemstone talismans originally used as seals.22 The medieval lap-
idaries that attributed medical and magical powers to them were influenced so funda-
mentally by Antiquity that the Renaissance left this field of knowledge unchanged.23

Jewellery’s capacity of entangling different practices, languages, times and cul-
tures can therefore also produce fascinating constellations in literature. In order to 
interpret inscribed jewellery in medieval literature, this article takes its functions be-
yond ornamentation as departing points. Aesthetical aspects remain central, but not 
in the sense of an opposition of pretty versus practical or meaningful objects. Medi-
eval objects often were crafted in ways that drew attention to and involved their ma-
terial qualities to underline specific points or induce certain reactions—though we 
should not presuppose a single concept of materiality for the Middle Ages.24 Accord-
ingly, medieval jewellery should not be thought of as mostly pretty, useless and pre-
cious, and occasionally coming with an additional, actual function. Rather, its beauty 
and preciousness often is what allows jewellery to serve its purpose.

Inscribed jewellery occurs much less often in medieval literature than could be 
expected given the prominence of both inscriptions and jewellery in literature, along 
with the archaeological evidence showing that inscribed jewellery would have been 
conceivable for authors. But the leading question here will not be why inscribed 
jewel lery occurs comparably rarely, but what inscriptions contribute to the respective 
functions of jewellery.

19 See Herman 2017, 49, 55 f., 59 f.
20 See especially Page 1999, 12–14, 106–114. See also McKinnel/Simek/Düwel 2004, 31 f.; Page 1964, 
74 f.
21 See Webster 1991, 95 f.
22 See Evans 1976, 14; on runic Latin and Hebrew charms see MacLeod/Mees 2006, 16–18; McKinnell/
Simek/Düwel 2004, 147–154; on Christian inscriptions and prayers in runes, see MacLeod/Mees 2006, 
184–187, 202f, 208–210; McKinnell/Simek/Düwel 2004, 172 f., 181–186; on the relationship between ru-
nic and Roman letters in general, see Page 1999, 212–225.
23 See Evans 1976, 140, 13–94, 170, 184, 72f, 156. On medieval lapidaries, see Cohen 2015, esp. 211–222; 
Murphy 2006, 42–68.
24 See Robertson 2010, 102–107; Bynum 2011, 24, 34, 37 f., 58–70, 105, 231.
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2.1  Showing Political Power and Social Distinction

The most notable purpose of jewellery is to mark social distinction.25 Literary texts 
reflect this as well. Characters often wear jewellery in situations of symbolic repre-
sentation, such as rulers making public appearances. Inscriptions can increase the 
impact of jewellery, independently of their semantic content, simply because writing 
enjoyed special prestige.26 Therefore, wearing jewellery is more than merely decora-
tive. It marks actual, tangible power, and membership in a cultural elite. Because es-
pecially chivalric culture constantly re-affirms itself and communicates through such 
visible, material signs, it is crucial to consider how openly a piece of jewellery is being 
displayed, by whom, and for whom to see, to understand its significance for a specific 
text.

Crowns and wreathes are the most ostentatiously worn form of jewellery. Crowns 
and diadems are central ruling insignia. Wreathes tend to occur in the contexts of 
challenge and victory, and can mark seasons, periods, or ceremonies.27 Their material 
is often significant—may wreathes consist of spring flowers,28 and can incorporate 
symbolically charged plants, such as roses, laurel, or straw.29 Medieval crowns prob-
ably developed from such ancient wreathes. Golden wreathes (as in Wigalois, 851–
855) testify to the remaining connection between crowns and wreathes. Both appear 
in similar contexts in literature, as marks of class privilege or excellence. Wreathes 
are sometimes said to “crown” characters, and the terms sometimes even occur inter-
changeably.

Few surviving crowns bear inscriptions. There are spectacular exceptions, such 
as the seventh-century votive crowns of King Reccesuinth and King Swintila, with 
letters hanging from their rims naming the royal donors.30 They were probably sus-
pended in consecrated buildings, articulating ownership and standing in for the ab-
sent kings. This echoes in the metonymical expression of “the crown” (as in “x be-
longs to the Crown”) for kingship as such. Such expressions can take on a more literal 
meaning, especially considering Latour’s concept of material objects as actants,31 or 
the idea of a king’s two bodies: crowns can transform someone into a king, symbol-
izing and creating power. Such public markers become particularly significant when 
someone’s social position is re-negotiated—at coronations, baptisms, or weddings.

25 See, for example, Gaimster 2011, 874–876.
26 This might explain why texts often do not quote inscriptions. See Lieb 2015, 11–12.
27 See Fährmann 1996, 491; Smith 1908, xxxix, 35, 105–107.
28 See, for example, B224 “Von dem mayen krantz”, in: Liederbuch der Clara Hätzlerin 1840, 234–238 
(260–287).
29 See, for example, “Von dem mayen krantz”, 146–149, 338–343; and “Vonn einem stroyn krenntz-
leyn”, in: Liederbuch der Clara Hätzlerin 1840, 187–191 (89–124).
30 See López 1994, 53–56; Eger 2004, 450–456, Plate 1 and 29, Smith 1908, 53–55.
31 See Latour 2005, 70–82.
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In chapter 1 of the Gesta Romanorum, an early fourteenth-century medieval col-
lection of exempla, inscribed jewellery mirrors the network that constitutes some-
one’s social identity in such a moment. A knight returns Emperor Pompeius’s daugh-
ter after duelling her seducer. A sage reconciles her with her father, and she receives 
several inscribed presents, including a tunic embroidered with words of forgiveness. 
A king gives her a golden wreath or crown inscribed, “I give you your dignity” (Ex me 
tua dignitas), while his son gives her a ring inscribed, “Come to me, do not be scared. I 
am your brother” (Accede ad me, ne timeas! frater tuus sum), and another saying “You 
are noble, do not scorn your nobility” (Nobilis es, nobilitatem tuam ne contempnas), 
the knight gives her a ring engraved “I loved you, learn how to love, too” (Dilexi te, 
disce diligere), the sage gives her a ring inscribed “What did I do? How much? Why?” 
(Quid feci? quantum? quare?), and her new husband gives her a sigil that says “Now 
you are conjoined with me, do not err” (Jam conjuncta es, amplius noli errare).32 These 
gifts publicly restore the princess’s royal status, and show her new legal authority. 
Their significance relies on the relationships between receiver and giver, and the sit-
uation of the present being made. Some of the inscriptions phrased in the first per-
son can even be read as blending the voices of gift, giver and recipient into one. The 
crown, for example, symbolises the royal dignity the king is granting the princess, but 
it is literally the crown, as an object, that bestows it upon her.

Rulers bearing the nature of their power written on their heads already occur in 
the Book of Revelations, and inscriptions on crowns or diadems occasionally work 
similarly.33 But crowns are such strong symbols themselves that the inscription on 
Alexander’s crown in Der Große Alexander (late fourteenth century),

32 See Oesterley 1872, 273–275.
33 See, for example, Revelations 13:1, 19:12.
34 Compare to Exodus 28 and 39.

Waz uber scheint sün und mön
Von orient gen occident,
Osten, westen, die vier end
Der werlt die müßent dienen mir
All nach meines herczen gir
(5930–5934)

Everything sun and moon are shining above
from orient to occident,
east, west, all four ends
of the world have to serve me,
everything as my heart desires it

can be read as announcing Alexander’s premise, the desire to conquer the entire 
world, but might also be understood as the crown’s own words, thus turning Alex-
ander into a mere servant to power itself. In Seifrit’s Alexander (c. 1352), Alexander is 
even contrasted with another source of authority: the Jewish High Priest’s headdress 
is topped with a gemstone engraved with God’s name (1835–1848).34

Jewellery can also exhibit allegiance or position, such as episcopal rings or livery 
collars like the Collar of Esses, consisting of 28 golden “S”, still a part of the Mayor of 
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London’s attire.35 Rings especially could be worn either openly or more discreetly.36 
However, the degree of overtness also depends on how an object is distributed. For 
example, in Wigalois, a messenger publicly presents Wigalois and his father Gawein 
with a ring his mother Florie sent them before dying of grief, inscribed,

35 On Office rings, see Smith 1908, 147–149, on the Collar of Esses, see Smith 1908, 116 f.
36 Rings were also worn as amulets. See Page 1999, 112 f.
37 See Smith 1908, 18, 31 f., 153 f.
38 See Smith 1908, 53. Engraved gemstones remained popular, and apparently Roman gemstone 
seals were sought after and re-used exclusively as jewellery, see Platz-Horster 2011, 225–227.
39 See Okasha 2003, 37–41. See also Okasha 1995. For a practical example of the challenges posed by 
a ring’s inscription of two names, see Okasha 1973, 169–170.
40 See Okasha 2003, 40 f.

owê, geselle und ouch mîn kint!
von iu mîn varwe ist worden blint,
mîn rôtez golt gar überzint.
(11365–11367)

Woe, my confident, and my child, too
because of you my colours faded
and my red gold was coated with tin.

This genealogically charged example blends together the relationships between hus-
band, mother and son. The inscription appears as Florie’s own words, yet its meta-
phors emphasise that its speaker consists of metal, not flesh and blood. Applying the 
image of a lover’s colours fading from grief to jewellery, the inscription offers two 
insights. Tin as coating for the more precious gold transforms jewellery into an image 
for sincerity, thus stressing Florie’s virtues. Furthermore, jewellery’s usual resistance 
to the decay described here stresses the enormity of Florie’s suffering. It might even 
recall the ruby she wore when first meeting Gawain, whose colour had the power to 
obliterate any worries (792–800). The effect is that as the family is symbolically re-
united at the story’s conclusion, Florie’s husband and son mourn her pain and praise 
her virtue.

The connection between social identity and inscribed rings probably was influ-
enced by the Greco-Roman practice of carrying gemstone seals on rings, consisting 
mostly of images, sometimes with captions.37 Later, carvings in the rings’ metal in-
creasingly took over that function.38 The way such rings could be used to transfer or 
share authority exemplifies two more core principles for inscribed jewellery in litera-
ture. One: often, jewellery is given to (or taken by) someone, and this co-determines 
its significance. We must ask who gave what kind of object to whom, and under which 
circumstances. The inscription on Florie’s ring requires the information that she sent 
it from her deathbed to the husband who left her, and the son who went in search of 
him. Secondly, if jewellery is meant to be given away, it makes sense to engrave not 
its present owner’s, but the original giver’s name.39 Inscriptions are not simple name 
tags or proofs of property—medieval societies were mostly illiterate, and individual 
pieces were recognisable enough.40 Instead, such inscriptions can express a special 
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identification between a person and an object, which turns it into a powerful form of 
articulating a personal connection.41 Inscriptions, then, do not represent the identity 
of an object’s owner, but a relationship to its giver. A royal donor’s inscription would 
significantly increase an item’s value. Such gifts also showcase a ruler’s influence—to 
pick up the idea of a name tag again, a ruler puts his or her mark on someone else. 
The giver’s name and rank would be the simplest inscription, but other surviving ex-
amples relate to the gift’s story, occasion, or origin, as illustrated by the ninth-century 
Manchester Ring inscribed, “Ædred owns me, Eanred wrought me”.42 Having the ring 
itself speak out imagines it as an independent materialisation of the relationship.

Such examples demonstrate that publicly worn jewellery can show social stand-
ing, expressing the relationships an item is connected with, and that an inscription 
therefore should be read with regard to these networks. Does it, for example, intensify 
and personalise a gift, specify a relationship, grant authority, or allude to particular 
moments of a shared past? This is another core principle for almost every piece of in-
scribed jewellery in literature.

2.2  Creating Political Power

In the act of being given or taken, jewellery does not just present social distinction 
but can also directly create political power. The aristocratic warrior society many 
premodern and medieval texts depict engages in ritual and symbolic gift-exchange 
(of weapons, food, jewellery, or service) as a social challenge between giver and re-
ceiver that establishes rulers, and negotiates alliances and hierarchies.43 Variations 
of “ring-giver” are common Old English metaphors for a lord whose retainers repay 
his gifts with fighting services.44 Wearing such jewellery displays a warrior’s esteem.45 
It also allows someone to create their own alliances through gift-exchange, to forge 

41 See Owen 2011, 96.
42 For examples of rings inscribed with names and ranks, see the Æthelswith Ring (British Museum 
AF.458) and Æthelwulf Ring (British Museum 1829,1114.1). For an inscription referring to the item’s his-
tory, see, for example, the Sigerie Ring, inscribed SIGERUE HEĐ MEA GEVVIRCAN (“Sigerie ordered 
me to be made”), Okasha 1971, 136 f., or the seventh-century Hardford Farm Brooch’s runic inscription, 
luda giboetæsigilæ (“Luda mended the brooch”) see Page 1999, 166. An alternative reading, “may Luda 
make amends by means of the brooch”, would instead focus on the gift’s occasion. See Bammesberger 
2003. On the Manchester Ring, inscribed + ÆDRED MEC AH EANRED MEC AGROF (Finger-ring, 
British Museum SLRings.64), see Page 1999, 161 f., 12 f.; Okasha 1995.
43 For example, see Beowulf, 64–81; Roman d’Eneas, 3127–3142, 3216–3254; Heinrich von Veldeke 1997, 
113.15–116.4–7. On gift exchange theory, see Mauss 2002; Levi-Strauss 1969; For an application to gift 
exchange in medieval literature (specifically Beowulf), see Johnston 2008, 69–90.
44 See The Seafarer, 83; Beowulf, 20–24, 1102, 1602, 2490–2493; The Wanderer, 34–36; Juliana, 22, 
Maxims II, 14 f., 28 f.
45 See, for example, The Fight at Finnsburgh, 13 and Beowulf, 1025–1057, 2142–2199.
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connections of loyalty, for instance.46 Here, too, the way such objects change owners 
crucially influences their significance. This is especially evident when gifts of friend-
ship are stolen as war trophies, thus becoming tokens of military triumph to one 
party, and incitements of revenge to the other.47

We must note that inscribed jewellery hardly occurs in gift-exchange. For exam-
ple, it is effectively absent from Old English texts.48 This might be a question of literary 
tradition, or of a desire to construct a heroic, illiterate past.49 Inscriptions might also 
distinguish an object so much as to inhibit its continuous circulation as a gift. Their 
close association with particular situational aspects might render the object illegible 
if given away. Two chapters from the Gesta Romanorum mention inscriptions that can 
only be understood correctly within their situational ties: In chapter 8, a nobleman 
is executed because he relates a sacrosanct statue’s inscription to himself, taking a 
ring it appears to offer (282–284). In chapter 265 (app. 69), a Saracen realises a statue’s 
inscribed crown actually reveals the location of a treasure buried where its shadow 
darkens the ground on a specific day (667). Such material and contextual aspects of 
writing will inevitably transform an original meaning if the object were transferred as 
a gift. Especially inscriptions concerning specific relationships between donor and 
recipient might become obscure or alter their significance.50 This might be the rea-
son why inscribed jewellery does occur in one particular constellation (one similar 
to political gift-exchange) where the point is that it must not be passed on: as a gift 
between lovers.

2.3  Amatory Relationships

It is a central function of jewellery to serve as a gift of love.51 Archaeological evi-
dence ranges from sixth-century runic brooches to fifteenth-century rings inscribed 
with sophisticated Norman-French love verses or grammatical jokes.52 Giving a ring 

46 See Heinrich von Veldeke 1997, 170.30–172.2; Beowulf, 1215–1231. See also Johnston 2008, 66–77. 
The active role of female participants in gift-exchange has long been neglected. See Gaimster 2011, 
876–881.
47 Beowulf, 1192–1213, 2032–2056; compare Heinrich von Veldeke 1997, 207.9–36, 331.5–38, and Roman 
d’Eneas, 5763–5774, 9793–9814, to Vergil’s Aeneis, X.495–505, XII.938–949.
48 See, for example, Okasha 2003, 37, 40–41; Hinton 1975, 177 f.
49 See Johnston 2009, 144–147; Johnston 2016a, 213–214.
50 This observation on inscriptions might suggest that especially in non-typographical societies writ-
ing might be generally considered a material phenomenon comprehensible because of situational 
ties, in contrast to more modern, immaterial concepts of writing as transmitting information transpar-
ently from one situation to another. See Bode 1994, 148–149, on this observation concerning Shelley’s 
“Ozymandias”. See also Fleming 2001, 19–27.
51 See, for instance, Egidi 2012.
52 The British Museum holds magnificent specimens, such as a fourteenth-century gold ring en-
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at a betrothal probably originated in Rome and developed into ring exchange in the 
thirteenth century.53 Inscribed rings were already popular presents in early Christian 
Byzantium.54 Whereas fourteenth-century Jewish wedding rings inscribed with  Mazel 
Tow probably belonged to the community and were borrowed by couples just for 
the wedding ceremony, thus making them symbolic ritual objects, not personalised 
gifts.55 Posy rings increasingly appear as engagement gifts from the sixteenth century 
onwards.56 

Literature, too, contains countless examples of jewelled belts or rings given by 
lovers, or for love.57 Similar to political gifts, such presents also often express intimacy 
by inscribing the giver’s name on the gift. Jewellery can be a public or more secretive 
declaration of love. Inscribed wreathes, for instance, are important in courtship. A 
particularly enigmatic example occurs in the poem Von ainem Crantz (at latest four-
teenth century): A party of men receives wreathes with ostrich feathers, each bearing 
its recipient’s initials—a convivial challenge to guess the presents’ donors (643–645, 
1–9). As a different kind of challenge, potentially less playful but more programmatic 
and explicitly meant to bind publicly, wreathes also occur within the courtly tradition 
of ladies adorning their knights. In Der Jüngere Titurel (no later than c. 1300), Sigune 
weaves Tschionatulander an inscribed wreath for his helmet that publicly proclaims 
she gave it to him as the crown of her maidenhood (1286, 1396). This wreath is referred 
to several times during Tschionatulander’s quest to earn her love (1324 f., 1411, 1427 f., 
1707). The inscriptions declare it as Sigune’s gift and a symbol of her virginity, and 
connect it to his lance, which Sigune adorned with another band inscribed with her 
promise that if he succeeds she will exchange the wreath with a wife’s headband, an-
ticipating the lovers’ union on a symbolic level (1243–1249).58 Still, when they reunite, 
Sigune sends Tschionatulander off again, appealing to her conditions as written on 
the wreath, and pointing out that the letters are still lacking battle traces, as if it was 
a legal contract to be signed with the material marks of the feats performed for her 
(1946–1947).

Connected to the motif of inscribed hearts in religious literature, engraved jew-
ellery can also occur as an image for lovers’ intimate inseparability and sincerity. In 

graved with Pensez de moy (1854,1130.48), or the Finger-ring with a grammatical love riddle (British 
Museum AF.1077). See also Scarisbrick 1993, 19.
53 See Smith 1908, 152–153; Graf 2011, 688 f.
54 See Smith 1908, 37 f.
55 See Jüdischer Hochzeitsring, Alte Synagoge Erfurt 5067/98; Bague de mariage du trésor de Colmar, 
Musée de Cluny Cl. 20658; See also Scholz 2013, 189f; Krabath 2016, 248 f.
56 See Smith 1908, 261–262. In William Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice, Nerissa’s ring is in-
scribed “Love me and leave me not” (5.I.147–253). Shakespeare’s Hamlet calls the acting troop’s pro-
logue short as “the posy of a ring” (3.II.133).
57 See Diu Crône, 23242–23434; Maxims I (B), 11 f.; Boccaccio 1992, III.8, 9, IV.6, X.8; Wittenwiler 2012, 
5277–5287.
58 See Trînca 2010, 199–202.
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Wilhelm von Österreich (1314), the narrator mentions that Love has entwined Wilhelm’s 
heart with his lady’s like molten gold and sapphires, while she bears Wilhelm’s name 
engraved into her golden heart, evoking the image that inscriptions in the materials 
of jewellery resist change and entangle different precious elements (12763–12780).59

In Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde (c. 1380), too, the couple talks of engraving each 
other indelibly into their hearts to express faithfulness (3.1485–1505). But this imagery 
changes when appearing in combination with the inaccessibility of the heart’s se-
crets. When Troilus and Criseyde exchange rings—the most secretive form of jewellery 
given by lovers—the narrator claims he cannot say anything about the inscriptions, 
thus constructing a sphere of intimacy between the lovers that excludes even him: 
[they] pleyinge entrechaungeden hire rynges / of whiche I kan nought tellen no scrip-
ture (3.1368–1369). This tension between objects, verbal explanations, and the truth 
about the characters’ actions and intentions intensifies in a later constellation. After 
the couple’s separation, Troilus is left in agony about Criseyde’s plans to return to 
him, until he discovers a brooch he once gave her on Diomedes’s sleeve and realises 
she has a new lover (5.1037–1043, 5.1655–1666, 5.1688–1698). But the brooch does not 
reveal how and why Criseyde actually broke her vows to Troilus. The intimacy of rings 
inscribed with undisclosed secrets of faithfulness falls apart into silent, seemingly 
self-explanatory material objects on one side, verbal dream interpretations, letters 
and promises on the other, while the characters’ true motives turn into blank spaces 
that cannot be read or known anymore.60

Similar scenes of lovers giving jewellery as farewell gifts appear often in courtly 
literature. Such items reflect the lovers’ faithfulness and witness their vows of loyal-
ty.61 In the Norwegian Tristrams saga (c. 1250), Tristram inscribes the ring Isolde gave 
him at his departure with her words of farewell and puts it on the hand of her lifelike 
sculpture.62 This moves beyond memorial purposes: When Tristram kisses and talks 
to Isolde’s statue, he returns to the moment the ring’s inscription encapsulates.

Losing jewellery linked to constancy usually bodes ill.63 However, occasionally, 
it is passed on to authorise a messenger, as in the Stanzaic Guy of Warwick (388–393, 
3433–3441, 3457–3474). Lovers also often use jewellery to identify themselves, in the 
face of challenges like a long absence or need for secrecy.64 In the Middle English 

59 See also Ariosto 2016, XLIV,65–66; Gower 1901, I.550–556.
60 See Patterson 1991, 138–155; Johnston 2010, 254–259.
61 For example, see Johann von Würzburg 1970, 2898–3036.
62 Tristan-Stoff in Skandinavien 2008, 104–106, see also 110–112; see also Thomas d’Angleterre 1985, 
“Turin Fragment I”, 941–990, “Cambridge Fragment” 49–52; Gottfried von Straßburg 2016, 18311–
18367, Beroul 1998, 2707–2730, 2792–2802.
63 See, for example, Ariosto 2016, XIX,37–40, XXIII,100–121; Thomas d’Angleterre 1985, “Sneyd Frag-
ment”, 443–462; Tristan-Stoff in Skandinavien 2008, 94 f.
64 See, for example, Deux Poémes de la Folie de Tristan, 943–975 (Oxford MS); Kudrun, 1247–1250; 
Boccaccio 1992, X.9, III.7. On recognition in medieval literature, see Schulz 2008, 8–24, 37, 331–354, 
498–505.
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King Horn (late thirteenth century), Horn, an exiled prince, shows his lover prin-
cess Rymhild her parting present—a ring bearing her name in one MS, with the ad-
dition of “loves you” in two other MSS—when he returns in disguise in order to test 
her reaction to false news of his death before revealing himself (25 f., 52–55). This is 
a trial of faithfulness, but Horn also puts himself, and the future of their secret en-
gagement, into Rymhild’s hands by returning the ring that symbolises their love and 
grants him magical invincibility (28, 68).65 In contrast to such a fidelity test, in König 
Rother (c. 1160–1170), Rother, hidden among his enemies, slips a ring inscribed with 
his name into his wife’s hand, not so much to reveal his identity, but to let her know 
he is present (3874–3914).

Such items often raise the question of how someone got hold of them—were they 
stolen, taken from the dead lover, entrusted to a messenger, or given away freely? Mis-
understandings can have fatal consequences.66 However, inscriptions do not seem to 
protect jewellery from such ambiguities; on the contrary, they sometimes even serve 
to deliberately create them. In some redactions of the short tale Der Schüler von Paris 
(thirteenth/early fourteenth century), a girl fabricates a story of an affair with a stu-
dent in confession and sends the confessor to return an ornament she allegedly re-
ceived from her lover. In actuality, it is all a trick to initiate the affair in the first place, 
to send the student a gift, and to inform him about her cunning plan for their first 
secret rendezvous.67 The student in turn has a brooch crafted for her, which he asks 
the confessor to return: it contains an emblem of a maid shooting an arrow through 
a man’s heart which, in redaction B of the “Gesamtfassung G”, is encircled with the 
verses,

65 Cf. Gower 1901, IV.645–671, and Oesterley 1872, 287 f., for engraved rings erasing lovers’ memories.
66 Cf. Starobinski 2007. See, for example, Wolfram von Eschenbach 2012, 127.25–128.2, 130.26–137.30, 
269.18–270.11; Nibelungenlied, 676–677, 844–851.
67 The popular motif of the ignorant messenger often involves jewellery as gifts (Boccaccio 1992, 
III.3), which sometimes also bear inscriptions. See, for example, the inscribed ring in Der Mönch als 
Liebesbote B, 203–208, 316–335, and compare to Der Mönch als Liebesbote A, 81–197, which treats the 
plot differently and only mentions an exchange of uninscribed rings. See also Grubmüller’s commen-
tary in the same edition, 1197–1201, and Rosenfeld’s commentary on Der Schüler von Paris, 499–522.
68 Compare also to redaction A of Der Schüler von Paris, printed on the same pages, that omits the 
inscription.

Ach reine süeze Minne,
Du gibest verborgene sinne
Mangem kranken herzen,
Daz von der liebe smerzen
Im erdenket solichen funt,
Der im sus selden würde kunt
Und iemer mê wær tiure
âne dîner helfe stiure.
(466–474)

Oh pure, sweet love,
you grant hidden senses
to many an ill heart
so that because of love’s pains
it can conceive such ideas
it otherwise hardly could learn of
and would be at loss for
without your help’s guidance.68
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Here we see that, despite its locomobility,69 inscribed jewellery heavily relies on situ-
ational ties (especially to the relationships of the people involved). The fabricated 
background story turns the brooch into a gift sent back to symbolically end a rela-
tionship, using a rather commonplace inscription; but read within the true situation 
it appears as a counter-gift initiating a relationship, communicating that the student 
has understood the girl’s ruse, and was only able to do so because he returns her love. 
Therefore, the situational ties of inscribed jewellery are not mere restrictions—they 
can creatively construct ambiguity and polyvalence, instead of exorcising it. In this 
instance, this effect allows lovers to communicate secrets hidden in plain sight.

Of course, love in medieval literature must not be confused with modern, roman-
tic conceptions of love. Divisions between community and individual, private and 
public, are fundamentally different in the Middle Ages, something that the logic of 
gift exchange in love narratives can demonstrate. In dynastic marriages, jewellery can 
be an amatory, as well as a political marker. A wedding and coronation can be seen as 
the exchange of a ring for a crown that publicly re-defines the couple’s relationship 
and political positions. The service of love and declarations of power converge in par-
ticularly interesting ways in inscribed crowns on helmets. The medieval German hero 
Lohengrin wears a helmet topped off with a crown whose gemstone letters declare he 
is fighting for the duchess of Brabant.70 This introduces the stranger under a familiar 
name and defines his campaign as a service of love to his wife.

Thus, inscribed jewellery allows literature to entangle different spheres, such 
as politics, social standing, and love, and shows that in medieval literature some of 
these fields are hardly separable in the first place. However, there is yet another field 
central to such constellations of inscribed jewellery both on the level of material ob-
jects and practices as well as on the level of poetical language and rhetoric—that of 
religion.

2.4  Religion

Medieval jewellery was often decorated with religious motifs, like crosses, and could 
be part of religious practices, such as rosary prayers. Cult objects could be worn as 
pendants, or be adorned with jewellery.71 Jewellery with spiritual inscriptions ex-
pressing the relationship between God and believer occur frequently, such as nomen 
ehlla fid in xpo (“my name is Ella; my faith is in Christ”), naine mi xps (“negate me 
Christ”), or simply AVE MARIA.72

69 See Ehlich 1994, 30.
70 See the thirteenth-century romance Lohengrin, 5311–5350.
71 See Evans 1976, 133–136.
72 For an overview, see, for example, Evans 1976, 121–139. For the individual examples, see Finger-ring, 
(Ashmolean Museum AN1970.1067), described in Okasha 2003, 35; for analysis of the Paußnitz ring, 
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Inscriptions can also express communication with God. For instance, the visions 
of the mystic Gertrude of Helfta (twelfth/early thirteenth century) describe how in 
Heaven, whenever a believer prays to a saint, a corresponding gem Christ is wearing 
casts a beam of light inscribed with the believer’s name on the saint.73 However, since 
this article focusses on secular literature and leaves aside the vast body of religious 
texts, I will discuss the spiritual significance of inscribed jewellery in constellations 
interweaving social, political or amatory relationships.

Some Biblical verses connect adornment to vain worldliness (such as 1. Peter 3:3–
6). But in others receiving (Ezekiel 16:11–39) or losing jewellery (Isaiah 3:16–23) occurs 
as a spiritual image for enjoying God’s favour, which, in turn, is often expressed in 
the metaphor of being God’s child or bride. Similar images occur in literary texts such 
as Pearl (late fourteenth century), Die Hochzeit (c. 1160), or the Barlaam and Josaphat 
material.74 Jewellery inscriptions elaborating on the relationship between God and a 
believer mirror a range of human relationships. The Gesta Romanorum exempla men-
tioned above all relate jewellery given and taken by people to spiritual salvation. For 
example, the commentary on chapter 1 identifies the different characters presenting 
the princess with inscribed jewellery as figures for Christ. An eleventh-century An-
glo-Scandinavian brooch explores instead the different ways jewellery can shape re-
lationships: It bears the inscription “Ædwen owns me, may the Lord own her. May the 
Lord curse him who takes me from her, unless she gives me of her own free will” on its 
back.75 The inscription, comparing Ædwen’s relation to the personified brooch with 
her relationship to God, anticipates different ways of owning the brooch.76

Such images of jewellery-giving can also rely on political paradigms. Ascension, 
found in the Old English Exeter Book (probably tenth century) calls Christ the apos-
tles’ treasure-giver, and ring-giving appears as an image for spiritual allegiance.77 The 
Exeter Book also contains two of the rare references to inscribed rings in Old English 
literature, which even draw on gift-circulation to describe a religious community. In 
“Riddle 48”, a golden hring (“ring”) silently declares “Heal me, helper of souls” to 

see Muhl 2003; also mentioned in Krabath 2016, 254; ‘Eawen’ ring (British Museum AF.459), discussed 
in Okasha 2003, 30 f., 35 f.
73 See Trînca 2016, 356–359, 353 f.
74 See Pearl, 217–240, 277–360, 729–780; Die Hochzeit, 19,5 f., 28,8–10, 23,2–4, 47–52; Rudolph von Ems 
1965, 1466–1584, 3125–3176, compare also to Matthew 13:44–46; for an overview on luxury in the Bar-
laam and Josaphat material, see Traulsen 2015.
75 ÆDVǷEN ME AG AGE HYO DRIHTEN  / DRIHTEN HINE AǷERIE ÐE ME HIRE ÆTFERIE  / 
BVTON HYO ME SELLE HIRE AGENES ǷILLES; see Aedwen Brooch (British Museum 1951,1011.1); 
See also Thornbury 2001.
76 See Ramey 2013, 341–343.
77 See Ascension, 19–21; on spiritual ring-giving resembling political or amatory ring-exchange, see 
Deutsche Kaiserchronik, 13067–13376; Boccaccio 1992, I.3; Song  42 of the Cantigas de Santa  Maria, 
160–163, see also http://csm.mml.ox.ac.uk/index.php?p=poemdata_view&rec=42 (last accessed: 
30. 05. 2019).
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those who should put their faith in God (320). In “Riddle 59”, a golden hring silently 
names its Lord so that people who understand will be saved, emphasising that many 
people are handling the ring (326 f.). Often, both riddles are solved as referring to in-
scribed cult objects, usually chalices, communion patens, or bells. However, rings 
have also been suggested as a possible solution.78 Hring and beag also mean “brace-
let”, “collar”, “crown”, “circle”, and could also be metaphors.79 Nonetheless, inde-
pendent of their solutions, “Riddle 48” and “Riddle 59” show that rings, when passed 
on, could weave relationships not just between people, but also between people and 
God. The first-person inscription in “Riddle 48” can be understood as the ring it-
self speaking the words constituting this community. The inscription materialises a 
shared prayer.80 “Riddle 59” rather connects the ring to God. A pun on ben (“wound”) 
and bén (“prayer”) might connect the Lord’s wounds, which the ring might depict, 
to the letters carved into the ring’s body as speaking wounds.81 If the hrings can save 
souls, they are powerful actants working on God’s behalf.

Similar metaphors of jewellery-giving can create another effect in connection to 
Mary as a noble lady or the Queen of Heaven. In the song Mein trost, Maria, raine mait 
(second half of fourteenth century), the poet imagines himself giving Mary a ring be-
set with the gemstone letters JHESVS, each interpreted individually.82 The ring rep-
resents the year’s circle and the lay itself, given as a gift to the Queen of Heaven; the 
letters’ gemstone allegories connect to Christ’s life. Such examples can also intensify 
the connection between devotion and love. Die Goldene Schmiede (c. 1280), for in-
stance, describes the angelic salutation âvê as God’s wedding ring to Mary (humanity) 
engraved with the Trinity’s image (1892–1915), thus connecting genealogical, ama-
tory, political and religious commitment to the words of one of the most important 
prayers in spiritual practices.

Such combinations of hierarchical position with religious virtue are common 
in medieval poetic language, often occurring in amatory contexts (love being one of 
the highest courtly pursuits), and frequently using jewellery as an image for moral 
excellence.83 Such items can bear moral or religious teachings.84 On a rhetorical 
level, “crown” and “wreath” both occur as metonymies for excellence, especially 

78 See Okasha 1993, 62–67. There is evidence of inscribed Insular chalices, such as the Tassilo Chalice 
kept at Kremsmünster Abbey, Austria. See Webster 1991, 168. For a connection between the concepts 
of materiality articulated in first-person inscriptions on Anglo-Saxon rings and the Exeter Riddles, see 
Tiffany 2001, 72–74; Dale 2017, 66 f.; Ramey 2013, 344–346.
79 “hring” and “béah”, in: Bosworth-Toller 2010, http://www.bosworthtoller.com/019780 and http://
www.bosworthtoller.com/003091 (last accessed: 22. 01. 2019). See also Okasha 1993, 63 f.
80 For a discussion of “paten” as a solution that shows the connections between medical, magical 
and liturgical practices, see Cavell 2017, 133–137.
81 See, for example, the Coventry Ring (British Museum AF.897).
82 See Der Mönch von Salzburg 1972, G11, 179–184.
83 See, for example, Wigalois, 9737–9739, 10219 f.; Wolfram von Eschenbach 2012, 3,11–19.
84 See the complex brooch in Johann von Würzburg 1970, 12842–12873.
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concerning virtues, which makes sense if aristocracy is connected to moral superior-
ity.85 This can occur in combination with allegorical interpretations of the items’ ma-
terials. In Konrad von Würzburg’s Die Klage der Kunst (thirteenth century), the names 
of personified virtues appear on their crowns (stanza 6–12). Der Ring satirises such 
images in a made-up vision of Venus wearing a glass crown engraved with her name, 
along with the Virgin, who wears three interlaced crowns made of iron (inscribed as 
the crown of steadfastness), silver (chastity) and gold (salvation) (2286–2476). In Wil-
helm von Österreich, two crowns topping off the hero’s helmet even materially act out 
the connection between love, virtue, faith, and power: Wilhelm’s first crown’s gem-
stone letters spelling “CUPIDO” detach if its wearer lacks the virtues the stones repre-
sent (3899–3984, 4044–4129, 13874–14013). Hence, only a morally flawless knight can 
be crowned a servant of love. But the crowned helmet Wilhelm wins later supersedes 
this: Its gemstone letters form an extensive teaching about putting the service of God 
above everything else (13874–14013).

Some of the most complex examples of inscribed jewellery entwine religious, po-
litical, and amatory relationships in such ways. In addition to Chaucer’s Prioress’s 
brooch (discussed in the British Literature chapter) we also see this at the conclusion 
of Gower’s Confessio Amantis (c. 1390). Venus gives a black rosary covered with the 
golden words Por reposer to Amans when absolving him, so that he might pray for 
peace and write his book (VIII.2902–2970). This rosary in particular blends together 
the relationships between a servant and a queen, a lover and his lady, a penitent and 
his confessor, a believer and God, and a poet and his muse. The inscription then dedi-
cates this charged gift to a specific purpose: The act of recovery and penance that 
brings all of these spheres together is the act of writing the Confessio Amantis; that is, 
writing poetry about love is a service and rosary prayer to love itself.

3 Conclusion
In medieval literature, jewellery, understood as precious ornaments worn on the 
body, exceeds its aesthetical function. As a mark of distinction, jewellery can express 
hierarchy and social position. As a gift, it can create political power. It can also sym-
bolise the direct relationship between two people, such as a lord and a servant or two 
lovers. Such constellations can produce narrative tension depending on how openly 
the relationship is connected to the community—as a wreath publicly worn, or a ring 
secretly given. Because jewellery is almost always concerned with relationships, it is 
crucial for an inscription’s interpretation to ask which character gave what kind of 
item, with which history and obligations attached to it, to whom, under what circum-
stances, and how publicly. Inscriptions here do not serve as simple name tags—they 

85 See Wigalois, 8884–8887.
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can intensify and personalise gifts, pass on a giver’s authority, or add new levels and 
ambiguities. On a synchronic level, one object can express different meaning to differ-
ent characters, and can diachronically change its function, just as an inscription’s sig-
nificance is related to situational and material aspects. Characters can use this to send 
messages hidden in plain sight. Inscribed jewellery that entwines different spheres is 
particularly interesting—for example when a poet imagines giving his poem as a ring 
of love to the Queen of Heaven.

This article focussed on how inscribed jewellery entangles political, social, ama-
tory and spiritual functions. I hope to encourage more research on aspects I could 
only mention here, such as the way inscribed jewellery can create and work with 
power, or a perspective on gender and power.86 Questions of media, intermediality, 
and Schriftbildlichkeit (“notational iconicity”), promise further insights into the rela-
tion between engraved images and inscriptions.87 A complex corpus invites research 
on the role of jewellery in spiritual literature. Approaches informed by intertextual 
or material culture studies would illuminate the connections between jewellery and 
other material objects such as weapons or architecture. Actor Network Theory espe-
cially promises to be useful for understanding the agency of jewellery.88

Another, last field would be the relation between jewellery appearing as material 
items in narration to jewellery in figures of speech, and the relations between jewel-
lery and poetry in general. Some connections can be concretely material—as with the 
famous Alfred Jewel, a gold-and-enamel-wrought crystal inscribed AELFRED MEC 
HEHT GEWYRCAN (“Alfred had me made”) probably used as a text pointer.89 In the 
early fifteenth century, diamond rings were used to carve inscriptions upon glass.90 
Manuscripts also could be decorated like jewellery.91 Jewellery frequently appears in 
texts as a reward for poets.92 But the connection can also lie on the level of literary 
language. Wisdom and God’s word can be described with images of jewellery.93 Sim-
ilar imagery also occurs for the value of literature itself, often in prologues or epi-
logues because of their metapoetical potential.94 Diu Crône’s epilogue calls the text 
a crown for worthy people, the Ring’s prologue (probably 1408/1410) compares itself 
to a ring teaching wisdom about the world, while the poet of Die goldene Schmiede 
wishes he could melt gold in his heart and craft a jewelled poem to praise the Virgin, 

86 On power, see, for example, Foucault 1982; see also Walker-Bynum 2011, 274 f.
87 See Krämer/Cancik-Kirschbaum/Totzke 2012; Krämer 2014.
88 See, for example, Latour 2005, 79–86.
89 See the Alfred Jewel (Ashmolean Museum, AN1836.p135.371).
90 See Fleming 2001, 55; Smith 1908, 260.
91 See, for example, “Riddle 26”, Exeter Anthology 2000, 303f; see Bitterli 2009, 176 f.; Holsinger 2009, 
621 f.
92 See, for example, Kudrun, 398; Widsith, 65–102.
93 See Solomon and Saturn, 63–65; Maxims II, 10–13.
94 See Die Hochzeit, 1–7; Diu Crône, 11–27, 49–71, 89–139; compare Wigalois, 75–89 to Matthew 7:6; 
Johann von Würzburg 1970, 20–123.
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honouring Gottfried von Straßburg as a master-smith of golden poems.95 Some de-
scriptions of jewel lery even reflect upon the fact they are poetic creations made of 
words, not  metal.96 Such moments of explicit literary self-reflexivity set up material 
reality against literary constructs of material objects only to then intricately entwine 
them.
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